LASSO Center tutoring serves students by answering questions about the lessons already taught by the instructor, thereby clarifying and reinforcing concepts previously explained in class.

Arriving in the LASSO Center policies: (https://osuit.edu/lasso/preparing-for-visit.php)

- No appointment is needed. We always welcome walk-ins.
- Make sure to sign in on the iPad at the front desk (with your student ID).
- Be specific on what course you are requesting tutoring for.
- Students must be currently enrolled at OSUIT or going to be enrolled in order to receive tutoring.

Students must attend class—whether it be an online or face-to-face course—to receive tutoring. Please note that for online classes, “attending class” is defined as completing all assigned reading and watching any videos given by instructors.

Students should understand that:

- Tutoring is to support students’ questions, but to not cover the entire chapter.
- Students must have attempted the homework (including writing at least a rough draft of their essay, if applicable), before requesting tutoring.
- Students must bring a copy of the assignment instructions and evidence of any attempted math problems and/or rough drafts of written assignments.
- Students must bring necessary materials to tutoring sessions. This may include paper, writing utensil, laptop, and homework.

Optimize your learning by visiting the LASSO Center!